
 

 

Martha’s Peak 
 

The story takes place along the Great Divide in Montana, the “State of Gold and Silver”. 
Montana is also home to many large ranches and farms with mountains overlooking the vast 
lands below. The timeline is immaterial. Our character, Mika, nearing 68 years has lived on a 
relatively small ranch since he was one. Growing up he had one wish; that was to learn the 
identity of his biological parents. The Kelly family had taken him into their family and raised him 
as their own. Mika had enjoyed his childhood with the Kelly’s but that didn’t satisfy his 
curiosity.  

Come join Mika as he desperately searches for his ancestors while raising his own family.  The 
story takes a few twists and turns but in the end Mika learns the truth about himself, his 
ancestry, and “Martha’s Peak”. 
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Martha’s Peak 
The Great Divide 

 

Billings, Montana has been Mika Teton’s home for as long as he can remember. He inherited his 
farm and ranch almost thirty-five years ago when Mrs. Kelly, the last of his adoptive family, 
passed on.  The Kelly’s had taken him in and raised him as their own, but never actually 
adopted him, even though they had no children of their own. As a result he was always asking 
about his real parents. The response was always the same; no one knew anything about his 
biological parents. But that didn’t stop him from wanting to know the answers to his question. 

The Kelly family had emigrated from Dublin, Ireland as part of an indentured servant contract. 
The agreement obligated them to come to America, relocate out west and work for their 
sponsor for five years. After that time their family obligation was satisfied and they could 
resume their lives as they saw fit. 

They basically worked for their sponsor in exchange for their passage to America. It was a fair 
proposition for each party and worked out fine for the Kelly’s.  After satisfying their contractual 
obligation they were able to buy a few acres of land and start life anew. As time passed they 
expanded their little ranch to nearly 1,200 acres, and Mika had added an additional eleven 
hundred acres to the property since the Kelly’s passing.   

During his sixty-eight years Mika had never worked for anyone other than the Kelly family. 
Consequently his work experience was limited to what he learned growing up. During his youth 
he spent a lot of time on the most strenuous ranch chores such as moving hay bales, hauling 
hay and feed, plowing large fields and other common farm and ranch chores. Over time, Mika 
grew from a short weak lad into a man of almost six feet in stature. His skin became tanned and 
slightly wrinkled from his many hours working in the sun. He sported dark hair that somewhat 
covered his high cheeks and by most standards he could be called handsome. At least Martha, 
his wife of almost thirty-three years, thought he was handsome.  As a family the couple raised 
two children who were now in their thirties. 

Mika thought his ranch would be priceless over time since his property was located between 
two sprawling ranches covering over sixty thousand acres between them.  He assumed one day 
his ranch would be merged with either the “Lazy Fox Ranch” or the “Three Deuces”. The “Three 
Deuces” was appropriately named when old Jack Wilson won the ranch in a five card stud poker 
game at the now closed Wild Horse Saloon. Old Jack’s three deuces beat Johnny Coyle’s hand of 
two pair – aces over jacks. Later Jack Wilson’s son was appropriately named Deuce when he 
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was born.  Both of these properties had been owned by their respective families for many 
years.  

When the time came to name his ranch Mika chose the obvious name for the situation. Thus 
the “In Between Ranch” was formed. The “In Between” sits on land commonly called the 
Continental or Great Divide. Others know of it as the area that separates the watersheds of the 
Pacific from those of the Atlantic. The Divide itself extends almost three thousand miles from 
Alaska, through Western Montana and southward into Mexico and beyond. The ranch’s 
location insures it receives plenty of cold mountain water to feed the streams meandering 
through its lush green meadows, which nurture the hay and spring crops.  

The highest and most beautiful point on the ranch serves as the burial plot for Martha, Mika’s 
wife. Together they had chosen this place in the months before her death by cancer. The 
location contains a natural grotto offering you the feeling of comfort and also protection from 
the elements. A trickling water source flows over the attractive stones that are partially hidden 
by the many blooming wild flowers growing near the grotto. 

Martha had casually mentioned that it also provided the most beautiful view on the ranch. 
From its height the ranch was laid out in miniature fashion. The plowed fields and crops were 
separate from the pastures containing the cattle and the many outbuildings surrounding the 
home place. She said this location was her perfect spot to keep an eye on Mika and the kids 
down in the valley below. After her death, Mika named it “Martha’s Peak” and he personally 
keeps the spot beautifully groomed on a weekly basis. The trail up to the peak remains hard to 
travel, but the trip and its view are well worth the effort. When not busy on ranch business, 
Mika sometimes visits Martha’s Peak just to relax, meditate and let the world go by. 

At 68 the aging Mika has assumed the position of ranch proprietor while Bruce, his son, 
oversees the daily operation and Nadine, his daughter manages the books. Most of the hard 
and exhausting work load is handled by a small group of reliable cowhands that also act as 
farmers.  It takes manpower to raise alfalfa, hay, barley and dried peas while also running 
fifteen hundred to two thousand head of cattle. Years ago you would never find cowboys or 
ranch hands willing to do farm chores but according to Bruce, that’s all changed now.   

Since the Kelly’s were no longer alive Mika spent a lot of time speculating about his ancestors, 
especially his father. As a youngster he imagined that he came from Great Britain or Ireland. He 
didn’t know why Ireland was in his thoughts, probably because that’s where the Kelly’s used to 
live. He also considered that he might be from European ancestry.  But how could he prove that 
or any other ideas that he had considered? 

He became so obsessed with obtaining information about his heritage that he found himself 
neglecting some of his ranch duties. Over time he had exhausted all of the resources around 
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Billings during his search.  Records of births and deaths, family marriages, property deeds, and 
even naturalization documents yielded nothing. Finally, his name was discovered on the 1940 
Federal Census rolls as the registered son of the Kelly family. However, there was no 
information concerning his biological parents. The one place he considered a reliable resource 
was the only adoption and family services office in the county. However that yielded no results 
as their office and all archived records were destroyed by fire in the early thirties. 

Mika was beginning to believe that he had no parents.  Maybe he was found in the forest and 
raised by a family of wolves. That image made just as much sense as the family that he couldn’t 
locate or remember.  

Several months later he noticed a possible solution while reading the Billings Gazette, the only 
newspaper providing the local news for almost one hundred years. A small ad in the paper 
caught his eye with phrases that seemed to answer all his questions. The ad urged the reader 
to: explore your roots, trace your ancestry, find relatives and track your genetic ethnicity. Mika 
felt the ad was directed at him - almost like saying, “Hey, look at me”. The advertisement 
mentioned DNA testing, which meant very little to Mika.  He had heard the name before, but 
knew almost nothing about it. The testing sounded simple and at a reasonable cost. It promised 
results within thirty days for only ninety-nine dollars. The ad gave two options, call the listed 
number for a DNA kit or fill out the form to request a test kit.  

Mika used the phone rather than the mail; he could think of no reason to add an extra ten days 
to his waiting period. Three days later the test kit arrived.  Mika was quick to read the 
directions, spit into the vial provided and send the sample back in the pre-addressed mailer. 
Now all he had to do was wait thirty days and he might just have an answer to some of his 
family questions. But he still didn’t believe his spit could identify his ancestors.    

Bruce and Nadine had noticed that Mika seemed much more relaxed lately. They were aware of 
the DNA testing and hoped the results would add some closure to their father’s long search. 

The Incident 

Tomorrow is Saturday and payday for the ranch hands and management. Saturday is also when 
the ranch hands head to the nearby Gray Wolf Pack, gambling casino. Owned by the Native 
American tribes in Montana, the Gray Wolf provides the ranch hands an opportunity to either 
blow their earnings or hope to double them. Every week repeats itself – work hard, get paid, 
blow the pay, work hard next week and begin the cycle again. Nobody ever asks the question, 
“Does anybody ever double their pay?” To the ranch hands, it is what it is, just a chance to let 
off some steam after a long hard work week. 
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On this Friday morning, Mika awoke early and quickly finished his shower, shave and other 
grooming needs. He consumed two cups of hot, black coffee while preparing for his weekly visit 
with longtime friend Charlie at the Bear Teeth Bank in Billings. 

Charlie Braziel had been handling the payroll for Mika’s “In Between” ranch for as long as he 
could remember. Their schedule was like clockwork and every week was the same.  Mika would 
arrive at eleven a.m. with his payroll list, and Charlie would process the cash amounts into small 
payroll envelopes provided by the bank. With bank business completed Charlie and Mika would 
retreat across Central Avenue to the Red Rooster Café for coffee and lunch. Their rendezvous 
hadn’t varied in years, and today would be no different. 

As usual at 10:30 a.m. Mika climbed into his green Ford F-150 pickup. The trip to town never 
took more than 20 to 25 minutes and he was never late.  If anything, he might arrive a couple 
minutes early.  During the trip to the bank Mika thought about many things, none of which 
really mattered. Silly thoughts like why he chose the color green when he bought his Ford 
truck? Then he remembered it was because it reminded him of the lush green meadows and 
pastures on his ranch giving him the feeling of relaxation and calmness. He also pondered over 
his long search to find his heritage. Then he realized that answers to that question could be his 
in the next couple weeks.   

He realized the highway traffic appeared heavier today than on most Fridays. Everyone was in a 
rush and trying to pass traffic on Highway 94, a two lane country road. For a moment the glare 
from the morning sun blinded Mika, obscuring the image of the oncoming car attempting to 
pass a slow-moving truck.  As his eyes became refocused Mika realized the oncoming vehicle 
was directly in his lane without room to complete his passing attempt.   

Mika made an instinctive decision to veer off the highway to avoid the head-on collision. His 
truck careened down the narrow shoulder, bouncing wildly as it fishtailed then came to a stop, 
entangled in some rancher’s bob-wire fencing before he could get the vehicle stopped.  While 
Mika was still in his truck trying to determine what had just happened, he realized that he was 
experiencing the symptoms of a heart attack.  He couldn’t be certain. His chest felt like an 
elephant was sitting on him and pain was going down his left arm.  Then he started to become 
nauseous and somewhat confused. 

While trying to determine his next move a motorist that had witnessed the incident knocked on 
Mika’s window and asked if he could help. To the motorist, Mika seemed disoriented but was 
able to convey the message of a heart attack and need of an ambulance.   

At 11 a.m. Charlie Braziel was wondering why his friend Mika wasn’t at the bank. At 11:05 the 
ambulance and EMS technicians loaded Mika, now considered a heart attack patient, into the 
ambulance for the short ride to the Billings Clinic Hospital on Tenth Avenue. It was the closest 
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medical facility and also one of the few with Emergency and Trauma teams.  Inside the 
ambulance the EMS team had determined that Mika had indeed experienced a heart attack. 
During the trip to the clinic they administered the required medications as directed by their on-
staff supervisors.   

Mika was being wheeled into the clinic emergency room while across town Charlie was 
becoming quite anxious about his missing friend. Charlie decided to call Mika’s family to find 
out why he hadn’t shown up for the payroll transactions. Nadine answered his call and related 
that Mika had left at 10:30, his usual time. Both parties now began to worry about the missing 
Mika. As Nadine ended the conversation and hung up, she heard a knock on the front door. She 
was concerned and somewhat frightened as she spotted two highway patrol officers standing 
at her front door. 

The officers reported that Mika had experienced a heart attack while driving to Billings. An 
ambulance had been dispatched and Mika had been taken to the Billings Clinic. They also 
relayed that the doctors wanted to operate on their patient but needed family consent. Nadine 
thanked the officers for their help and said that she and her brother Bruce would leave 
immediately for the clinic.  

Thirty-five minutes later they were signing the consent papers and getting an update from the 
doctor.  He said that Mika displayed significant (85 to 90%) arterial blockage in at least three 
places in his heart. They wanted to do a heart by-pass procedure as soon as possible. The 
doctor mentioned that delaying the procedure could cause additional attacks and possible 
death.   

A Vision 

Nadine and Bruce had a short visit with their father before he was wheeled, partially sedated, 
into the operating room. They wished him well and showered him with love and promises of 
their prayers. He gave them a thumbs-up sign as he rounded the corner in the hallway and 
entered the cool atmosphere of the operating room. The siblings were shown to the surgery 
waiting room which would be their new home during the four to five hour procedure.   

Bruce left the waiting room for a few minutes to call Charlie Braziel at the bank to make 
arrangements to meet on Saturday morning to process the payroll. With that mission 
accomplished he returned to help comfort Nadine. 

Inside the operating room the coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) was progressing as 
scheduled. Numerous tasks like prepping, vein harvesting from the left leg and opening of the 
chest cavity were being accomplished at the same time. Nurses were keeping inventory of 
surgical tools, clamps and miscellaneous supplies to insure nothing remained in the patient 
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when the procedure was completed.  The heart was now almost exposed and events were 
progressing nicely until the anesthesiologist sharply announced a drop in the patient’s blood 
pressure. The drop from 90 to 60 took place rapidly.  

The sedated patient couldn’t hear the anesthesiologist when he alerted the cardiac team by 
reporting, “His blood pressure is 55 and dropping - we may be losing him.” The surgeons 
initiated protocol and immediately began the efforts to stop the BP decline. Nurses were 
instructed to add additional medications to his IV while others began heart compressions (CPR).   
The low blood pressure was not a major life threating situation but could result in memory and 
related problems for the patient if not corrected quickly. 

Mika Teton, the patient, couldn’t hear all the orders that were being given and followed in the 
operating room. Although unconscious he was mentally active. His eyes were blinking quickly 
and his mind was focused on the dreamlike vision that was taking place. The vision was like a 
dense fog in the night. Mika saw himself suspended above his body and moving uncontrolled 
down a path. Was it the path of life, Mika’s life?  In the distance Mika saw where the path split 
into two lanes. He noticed that the left lane seemed cold and uninviting. It resembled the 
opening to a dark damp cavern or tunnel. There was no light visible on this path and the 
destination remained a mystery.   

The other lane was also like a tunnel but Mika could see the dim light radiating from the 
tunnel’s other end. His soul hovered uncontrolled in the air and seemingly waiting for 
something or someone to choose his path. He believed he could see a small child at the end of 
the lighted tunnel. The other path was still dark and waiting for him to choose. Without control 
over his body movements he floated into the right lane which permitted him to see more 
clearly.  Yes, it was a small boy standing in the distance, with his hands extended in welcome 
and motioning for Mika to come join him.  As Mika moved toward the small boy in his vision, his 
body endured the pain and force as the surgical team continued with their actions. 

Meanwhile, back in the surgical waiting room Mika’s family continued to pass the minutes and 
hours as their father’s heart surgery continued just down the hall.  Although the surgery was in 
its third hour they were unaware of the current emergency situation in the operating room.  

Mika’s son, Bruce, at age 31 was the elder of the two children.  Nadine was four years his 
junior. Both siblings were very close in spite of their age difference and could remember the 
pain they experienced during the death and burial of their mother just three years ago. They 
did not want to face a similar experience with their father. Their family was small enough 
without having to endure another loss.  

Both siblings were aware their father had grown up as an orphan without knowledge of his 
parents or any of his relatives. That fact had continued to bother their father for many years. 
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The Kelly family that raised Mika had been unable to provide any information about his 
biological family. They did acknowledge they had not named Mika. Therefore Mika Teton must 
have been named by his biological parents. Bruce and Nadine could only imagine how lonely 
Mika had been during his childhood and how lost they themselves would be if Mika didn’t 
survive the surgery. Without him they, too, would feel like orphans. 

They tried to keep those negative thoughts out of their mind and focus on the positive. To pass 
the time Nadine continued to read a family magazine while Bruce headed to the cafeteria for 
more coffee.  

Meanwhile just down the hall in the operating room the team of doctors was frantically 
working on their patient to reverse the dropping blood pressure.  His pressure seemed to 
stabilize somewhat but the visions in Mika’s sedated mind were still prevalent. He could feel 
himself gliding down the dimly lit tunnel toward the young lad. Either he or someone else had 
made the choice for Mika. In a matter of seconds he reached the small boy, who was wearing a 
head band with a brightly colored feather. When he grasped the boy’s hand the entire vision 
changed from a dark tunnel-like abyss to the wide open prairies typical of the early West. And 
with it Mika was able to walk with the boy on the actual soil, rather than floating in the air. The 
vision became more vivid and realistic as the young Indian boy led Mika up a small hill into an 
Indian encampment. 

Looking at the young lad Mika said, “You look familiar to me. Do I know you? Then he asked 
where we are?” The boy replied, “Shush, now is not the time. Chayton our Chief will tell you 
later. In the meanwhile you may call me Chapa or Little Beaver. Mika looked at the Indian boy 
and with a chuckle said, “They should call you ‘One Feather’ that would be a very nice name for 
you”.  

Mika glanced around the camp filled with many tepees, squaws, and young Indian children 
playing. The center of the camp held a fire pit that was ablaze and filling the air with sparkling 
ashes and smoke.  Perhaps a dozen Indian braves were dancing around the roaring fire. As they 
danced, they chanted a tune known by the braves as, We Circle Around, but the chanting was 
foreign to their visitor. All Mika could understand were the words Hay ya Hey ya followed by 
more Hay ya Hey ya’s. Then two older squaws approached Mika and gave him a gourd filled 
with the same liquid refreshment that many of the dancing braves were drinking.  

Little Beaver said, “The refreshment is Chicha, an alcoholic drink we make from corn. Please 
take it as a gift from our people to you”.  Mika was pleasantly surprised to find he was able to 
converse with Chapa. As he started to drink his Chicha the braves ceased chanting and dancing. 
They picked up their drinks and looked at Mika in toast fashion as they all drank from their 
gourds.  Everyone laughed when Mika made a face, coughed and spit as he tasted the strong 
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alcoholic liquid.  Mika couldn’t help but join the group in laughter. The scene was funny even to 
him.    

When the laughter subsided the braves turned to face the largest and most colorful tepee in 
the camp.  Soon the tepee flap was pulled back and Chief Chayton emerged. To the Squaws and 
Braves, Chayton was known as the Hawk. The Hawk stood in front of the campfire dressed in 
his finest and most colorful garments including his feathered war bonnet.  Chayton looked at 
his guest, then raised the tepee flap and invited Mika to enter his home. Mika was slightly 
frightened and hesitant to enter, but did so at the Chiefs beckoning.  

Mika was pleasantly surprised when he saw the small fire pit still burning in the center of the 
large tepee. He imagined that the Chief held many types of council here and needed the large 
space to do so.  The tepee contained three beds made of straw, hay and leaves and then 
covered with a layer of beaver hides, skins and blankets; they seemed inviting.  The tepee was 
decorated with many drawings of animals and places the Chief had been and seen.  His many 
battle coups were hanging on the colorful lances in proud display. Mika then understood that 
this Chieftain was truly a warrior as well as a leader of his people. After they had talked and 
drank their Chicha the Hawk suggested they take a walk along the edge of camp.  

As Mika moved along the path chosen by the Hawk a strange awareness began to creep into his 
unconscious mind. Although not told this, he presumed he was walking on the same ground 
that his ancestors had traveled many years ago. He likened it to a deer’s path guiding them to 
fresh water; the path was used by the wild animals for generations from the oldest elk or 
moose to the youngest doe. Mika just knew he was walking in the footprints of his ancestors. 
He was experiencing the feeling of being connected. 

Looking at Mika the Hawk said, “You have asked why you are here. You are here to seek 
knowledge and awareness. Your ancestors have chosen me to light your darkness.  No person 
of our heritage should travel through life without knowing from whence they came. I will fill 
your emptiness with information and the knowledge that you seek. But, it will be up to you to 
interpret and make use of this knowledge.” 

“Tell me Mika Teton, what do you know or remember about your forefathers. Mika said, “I 
have lived as an orphan without knowledge of my real family, I know nothing.”  The Hawk 
began by saying, “I have lived many moons and have many stories of the Sioux nation. Your 
family name of Teton, named after our beautiful mountains, is well known and respected 
throughout our nation and especially on the Fort Peck Reservation. I personally knew your 
father, Mato Teton or “Talking Bear” as we called him and have memories of his father. I know 
not why he and his wife left the reservation. I also have heard stories of the bravery your 
ancestors displayed during the 1876 Great War with Yellow Hair, at the Little Big Horn. Under 
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Crazy Horse your family fought well while the aging Sitting Bull remained in charge of the 
encampment. However he had given his attack plan to Crazy Horse for his use during the battle. 

 It is said that one of your family’s arrows was found in Yellow Hairs body after the battle was 
over.  It was shot by your great-grandfather Kauh Teton (Sings a Lot) and his memory lives long 
and proud among the Sioux.  Kauh was later killed that same year in the battle of the Black Hills. 
The Teton family has had many coups while representing our nation. You should be proud of 
their victories. 

The Hawk continued, “Let’s return to my tepee where I will show you a drawing of the Big Horn 
battle ground made by Chief Sitting Bull for all to see.  The body of Yellow Hair and his horse 
can be clearly seen in the middle of the drawing”.  

As they neared the tepee, Mika noticed a large red-tailed Hawk perched on the protruding 
poles of the tepee. The bird of prey looked toward Mika and the approaching Chief. When their 
eyes met with the birds eyes it was almost as if their message was clear and understanding. The 
bird leapt into the air and with its wings flapping and its reddish tail distinctly visible it circled 
the camp several times while delivering its two or three second hoarse rasping screams. To 
Mika it seemed to say Kree-eee-ar, kree-eee-ar then the high pitched cry Kree-eee-ar 
diminished into a low slur and the majestic bird of prey was seen no more. 

Chief Hawk’s vision of Mika slowly began to fade until it, like the Red Tailed Hawk, was not 
visible at all. He knew that someone was calling Mika to come to them. The Chief’s transfer of 
knowledge was over; he mused hoping that it would bring comfort to his new friend Mika and 
his family. 

Mika began rising above the tepees and watched as the Indian encampment slowly dissolved 
before his eyes. Reluctantly he was soon floating along the path from whence he came; but was 
saddened that he never again saw Little Beaver, his small guide with the one beautiful feather. 
Had his soul become detached from his body and taken a trip to another world? 

Life and the Search continues 

Mika dismissed this thought as he realized someone in the operating room said, He’s back with 
us and his BP is under control. Then he realized that he was still sedated and in the operating 
room. His visualization had been so lifelike he believed it to be real. Just before he drifted off 
into a deep slumber Mika heard the surgeon say, “Everything looks fine to me, let’s close him 
up.” 

A short while later Mika was resting in the intensive care unit as several nurses were busy with 
his IV, catheter, breathing tube, oxygen tubes, drainage tubes in his abdomen and other places 
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that shall remain anonymous. The nurses knew the human body had only so many orifices 
where tubes could be inserted but in Mika’s situation there were two more tubes than orifices. 
In this case, two other orifices had been created by the surgeons to serve their needs.   

Mika began to fight the breathing tube that had been placed down his throat. The nurses knew 
this response was commonplace with this type of surgery. But they made small adjustments 
which seemed to help him cope with this irritant. When the nurses had completed their 
assigned tasks of welcoming a new patient from surgery into their care, they permitted the 
patient to sleep while the anesthetic wore off.    

It was nearly three hours later that Bruce and Nadine Teton as family members were permitted 
to visit their father. They were pleased with his color and life signs.  Of course, they were 
unaware of the problems encountered during the surgery.  Sitting on opposite sides of the bed 
they each held his hand and thanked the Lord for answering their prayers.  They both 
commented on the coldness of his hands, seemingly unaware of his body temperature being 
lowered by the heart-lung machine from a normal 98.6 degrees Fahrenheit to about 87 degrees 
during the by-pass procedure. His body would soon warm up to normal. However, the 
experience of feeling cold would continue to stay within him for several months. 

During their visit the lead surgeon stopped by to check on his patient and inform the family that 
the procedure had gone well in spite of a slight drop in blood pressure.  He also mentioned that 
the by-pass should add at least fifteen more years without heart problems; at least problems 
from the corrected areas. As he was leaving he mentioned that the nurses would get Mika up 
and walking soon. He would be ready to go home in three or four days but it would probably 
take eight to twelve weeks before he was fully recuperated. Bruce and Nadine thanked him for 
saving their fathers life. 

True to the doctor’s word Mika returned home four days after the procedure. Nadine had done 
everything she could to make the place more homey and inviting for her father. Her biggest 
fault was trying to pamper him instead of letting him take charge of his life. Mika needed to be 
involved in living each day. Once she realized that, the days began to flow easier and faster. 

Several weeks later Jacob, the local postman, brought a small package to the In Between Ranch. 
Jacob knew that Mika was anxiously waiting for this piece of mail to arrive and decided to 
personalize the delivery rather than using the mail box near the ranch’s front gate, almost a half 
mile from the ranch house. Mika shook Jacob’s hand and took the package from him and 
started to open it. He stopped suddenly, deciding to wait until the evening meal so that Nadine 
and Bruce could be involved.  The DNA report was after all a Teton family affair. 
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After dinner everyone, especially Mika, was on pins and needles as he took his time opening 
the package. The suspense surrounding his DNA genealogy was catching, were they Irish, 
English, European or a combination of them all? 

Mika began to read the report that indicated the family was one percent of mixed heritage, 
four percent English, eleven percent European and eighty-four percent Native American.   

The family, although surprised by the report, now realized why Mika had not found any trace of 
his family. He had been looking in the wrong place. He had exhausted the white man’s records 
while his real family was hidden, somewhere, in the Native American tribal files. 

They spent the next four hours discussing the report, its findings, their next course of action 
and how it might affect the family. Finally they decided to shelve the topic for the night and 
continue tomorrow. 

As Mika tossed and turned in his bed that night he faintly recalled the vision he had 
experienced during his heart surgery.  The events were not clear and visible but were they real 
or imaginary? If his family was Native American, were they Iroquois, Pawnee, Sioux, Dakota or 
Choctaw? The choices were seemingly unlimited.  Many aspects of the vision came to him but 
the words and conversations were harder to bring forth. He remembered drinking some liquid, 
and hearing Chief Hawk talk of Mika’s family but where did his family live? The Hawk had told a 
story of the Big Horn battle and Mika’s family coup. That’s it he thought; his family must have 
been from Montana, Wyoming or the Dakotas. This might explain why he was living with the 
Kelly family here in Montana. At least his search area was narrowed considerably. Finally Mika, 
the new Native American, drifted off to sleep.  

The following morning Mika was fully awake and anxious to start his day. After breakfast 
Nadine gave him a list of groceries and small items needed at the ranch. Mika placed the list in 
his pocket and realized that he felt something strange and unusual in his pocket. He removed 
the small object.  It was a feather, a beautiful, very colorful feather. Then Mika remembered 
where he had seen it before. It was Little Beaver’s feather. He wondered how the feather got 
here. That query was never answered, but he now believed his vision had been real and not 
imaginary.    

Mika enjoyed the trip to the market as it gave him an opportunity to reflect on the many events 
that had recently occurred.  He was thankful Bruce had gotten the green pickup fixed after the 
near collision and accident. The truck felt almost new to Mika as he parked near the market 
entry. Entering the store he saw all the promotional items that had been placed near the aisle. 
Seeing the potatoes for sale by the peck brought back the Hawks conversation and the words, 
Fort Peck Reservation.  
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In a manner of seconds he had possibly reduced his search area from four states to one. 
Montana and the Fort Peck Reservation must surely hold the key to Mika’s ancestry search. 

 

 

 

Fort Peck, the Reservation 

 

 

With the blessings of his kids and in spite of the pouring down rain Mika set off on the 260 mile 
journey to Fort Peck. When he arrived five hours later he was surprised to learn the town 
contained only three hundred people.  He had been expecting many more. His final destination 
was the Reservation itself, located just north of the Missouri River. The Reservation had been 
formed in 1855 and contained nearly two million acres; it was located in Roosevelt County, 
honoring old Teddy Roosevelt, a frequent visitor to the area.  

History of the area implies that much pressure was put on the US Army to locate Chief Sitting 
Bull and his warriors after the defeat of Custer at the Little Big Horn.  Numerous army units 
were dispatched to find and possibly destroy Sitting Bull, Crazy Horse and the other Chiefs that 
were involved in Custer’s defeat. Sitting Bull’s reaction was to move his tribe north to Fort Peck.  
Many of his warriors had chosen to seek further safety by entering Canada which was fifty miles 
to the North.  

The skies overhead had cleared somewhat, but a few drops of rain continued to fall as Mika 
exited his pickup. He had been directed here by the Fort Peck Tribal Police that were 
monitoring the reservation entrance.  Dodging the rain drops he entered the office of the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs at the Fort Peck Agency. 
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The office was quite large with numerous filing cabinets and boxes of records seemingly stored 
at random.  Only one clerk was in the office and she introduced herself as Winona (first born) as 
she shook hands with Mika Teton. He guessed she was nearing twenty-five and noticed how 
beautiful she was with her long dark hair braided in pig tails highlighting her attractive features. 
Not wanting to be distracted from his quest, Mika told her of his search for his ancestors. 

Winona stated, “We are very informal at Fort Peck, we have many records here and will be glad 
to assist you in your investigation. We do this on a daily basis as people attempt to prove their 
heritage in order to qualify for Tribal Distributions of gambling and casino profits”.  Mika said 
“Well that’s not why I am here.  I just want to learn about my parents and my ancestors”. 

Winona motioned for Mika to join her at a nearby work table. As they became seated she said, 
“What brings you to Fort Peck when there are over five hundred tribal offices available?” Mika 
spent nearly twenty minutes explaining his situation, the DNA test and other personal 
comments.  To prevent embarrassment he did not mention his vision with the hawk.  However, 
he did mention that over time he had heard the names of Mato and Kauh Teton as possible 
relatives.  Winona couldn’t help noticing how sad and depressed this man appeared to be. 

Looking at Mika, Winona told him that they had a few leads to begin the search. She told Mika 
how the office maintained records and histories of the Native American Tribes and the Indians 
that resided on their reservations from 1830 to 1940.  Explaining that was one of the good 
things the Americans did for the Indians.  Without being forced to maintain certain records the 
Indians of today would only have hand me down oral or verbal stories about their families.  
Now at least they had a partial paper trail.   

Winona left the work table for a couple minutes. When she returned she carried a large book 
labeled 1940 Indian Tribal Census.  As she bent over and spread the book on the table Mika 
became very distracted. Winona’s loose fitting and low cut blouse billowed open revealing 
something that Mika had only fantasied about during the three years his wife had been gone.  

He was torn between looking at the two beautifully formed breasts that were being put on 
display and not supported by a bra. As she remained bent over Mika had great difficulty trying 
to follow her fingers over the census records. Instead his eyes were focused on the two proudly 
pointed features that were gallantly flaunting their beauty.  Looking for a solution to end the 
torture he glanced at Winona. She was smiling as she continued to search the census records 
for evidence of Mika's family. As Mika’s thoughts began to overwhelm him, Winona stood 
straight causing him to lose contact with the two most beautiful things he had seen in years. He 
bent his head over the book in a studious manner. 

After flipping several pages, Winona called Mika’s attention to an entry listing the family of 
Mato Teton.  They were residents of Fort Peck in 1940. Mato was listed as the head of 
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household and instead of being married he was coded as ‘Widowed’. On the next line was a 
male child listed as son, age three months, named Mika.  Winona said with certainty that Mato 
Teton was his father and most likely his mother died during childbirth.  Winona felt sure that 
she could find more tribal records or news clippings to give the full story. She looked at Mika 
and saw that he was astonished and overwhelmed by the information that she had found so 
quickly after a lifetime of questions – he finally had answers. She said, “Do you feel ok now? Do 
you want to continue searching?  He said, “I haven’t fully recovered and I’m not sure when I will 
be”.  They both smiled as she continued her search. 

With joy on her face she opened an envelope full of clippings and said, “We hit the jackpot.” 
There were several news articles and she began to read the oldest.  She told Mika that his 
mother’s name was Nikola Teton and she died of birth complications in 1940 while delivering 
twin boys. One of the twins named Chapa only survived two days.  The other child named Mika 
was healthy and living with his father Mato on the Fort Peck Reservation.  A burial service was 
held on the Reservation and attended by friends as there was no information on additional 
family members. 

A second news story indicated that Mato Teton a local resident had enlisted in the U.S. Army in 
1942. Mato had been faced with the terrible choice of either placing his motherless one year 
old son up for adoption or placement with a foster family, in order to enlist. As this article was 
written no one had come forward to adopt the young child.  The recruiting sergeant indicated 
Teton would be sent to Fort Bliss, Texas for training. Upon graduation he would be promoted to 
Private and transferred to a permanent duty station. The residents of Fort Peck wish the young 
man success and a safe tour of duty.  

As Mika listened to the story he was saddened to learn of his brother’s demise and the harsh 
decisions his father had to make. Faced with the same choices he was not sure what his choice 
would have been.  

Winona again saw the sadness in his face as she began reading the last article.  

‘The Department of the Army has confirmed the death of Sergeant First Class, Mato 
Teton during one of the last major battles of World War ll. 

Sergeant Teton a member of the Native American Code Talkers group was mortally 
wounded as his highly classified group was taking part in the invasion of Okinawa on 1 
April 1945. The battle for Okinawa, the last of the Japanese island group, was necessary 
before the mainland of Japan could be invaded. Reports indicated that it was bloodiest 
battle in the Pacific War zone. Sgt. Teton was posthumously awarded the Distinctive 
Service Cross, the second highest medal awarded by the Army. Further details 
concerning his death or the Code Talkers Group were not available at press time.’ 
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Mika had heard of the Code Talkers Group after the war, but had no idea that his father was 
one of them. The secret group, using Native American Indians, speaking in tribal language was 
able to transmit military messages that were unknown to the Japanese. The group was crucial 
to the war effort and every precaution was used to maintain its secrecy. 

Winona noticed the sky was beginning to darken outside and said, “I think we should stop for 
today, grab something to eat and get some rest.  Mika agreed and asked directions to the 
nearest motel. Winona smiled at him and said, “You can stay at my place if you like.” Mika 
glanced at her and asked, “Why are you being so nice to me?” 

She replied, “When you arrived today you seemed so anxious and also depressed. I thought I 
would do my part to help improve your attitude. In fact, I really want to be with you.” Mika 
said, “I’m old enough to be your father”. Winona responded, “I know that, but I don’t mind 
unless you do.”  Mika countered back, “Your offer is very enticing and the yearnings I have 
experienced in the last few years are still there.  As a man I can think of nothing more exciting 
than being with you tonight. I know that because this afternoon the glimpses of your charms 
still linger deeply in my mind.  Winona said, “I know because I too saw the want and desire in 
your eyes.”  

While locking the office, she said, “Let’s go eat, then you can stay at my home and sleep by 
yourself if that’s what you want.” At the local café they dined on fried chicken and its fixings. 
Winona drank wine and also talked Mika into having a glass. Over the next hour they spoke of 
many items of interest to a newly discovered Native American.  

After a short car ride Winona was inviting Mika into her home.  He thought it was charming and 
seemed to fit her personality.  She led Mika into his bedroom which contained a double bed. 
There he laid out his clothes for the next day and began to freshen up.  Meanwhile, Winona 
retreated to her room to get ready for bed. When the time came she quietly made her way 
down the hall and into Mika’s room.  Mika was not yet asleep and somewhat surprised at her 
visit.  What surprised him even more was that she was now completely nude after having 
discarded her night gown. In the dimly lighted room he didn’t have to fantasize anymore. She 
was even more beautiful than he could imagine. He was speechless not knowing what to expect 
next.  

Mika dressed only in his shorts rose from the bed and walked toward her.  She was trembling as 
he kissed her deeply and felt their bodies creating their own mold.  While he was still holding 
her close to him he whispered into her ear. “You are the most beautiful and desirous person 
that I have ever met, and my yearning to make love to you is beyond belief. But, my mind keeps 
telling me that we shouldn’t do this out of respect for my deceased wife.”  Winona with a few 
tear drops on her cheek said, “I understand and respect your wishes. Would you do a special 
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favor and just hold me in your arms while I try to go to sleep?”  Mika nodded and Winona 
snuggled into his arms where they slept soundly through the night, occasionally sensing light 
caresses from their bed partner. 

The couple awoke early the following morning ready to renew their search efforts. Mika was 
satisfied with the results of yesterday’s search for his father Mato, Talking Bear. Their next 
objective was to learn something about Mato’s father.  After searching for almost an hour 
Winona had located some information from the 1900 and 1930 Tribal Census records.  

The 1930 information included the name of Mato Teton; age eleven living in the household of 
his father, Chato Teton.  There was no mother or other children listed on the records.  

Using the newly discovered information on Chato, Winona was able to uncover tribal records 
stating that Chato was the only son of Kauh Teton also known as sings a Lot. The name Kauh 
was immediately recognized by Mika as one of the ancestors that Chief Hawk had mentioned in 
Mika’s vision.  Mika now believed that everything he had envisioned was based on the truth 
and not some delusional thoughts he fabricated in his mind.  

This theory appeared to be proven when Winona discovered Sioux tribal history records 
identifying Kauh Teton. He was one of Sitting Bull’s warriors involved in the actual death of 
Colonel George Custer at the 1876 battle of the Little Big Horn.  An arrow known to be made by 
Kauh was found deeply imbedded in Custer’s body.  The Kauh Teton family was cited for their 
war efforts and officially listed as a family coup.  A hand scribed note at the bottom of the 
record said that Kauh Teton was later killed during the battle for the Black Hills. Mika was 
saddened to learn of Kauh’s death but aware that he died a hero in the eyes of the tribe. 

Winona was unable to find other tribal historical records of Kauh Teton’s parents or family tree 
limbs worthy of exploration. Their search for new or additional information had seemingly 
come to an end.  

That afternoon Mika told Winona that he would be returning to Billings. The odd couple had 
developed a special relationship in a short visit and hoped that Mika’s departure would not 
destroy it.  He told her that he would definitely keep in touch and gave hope that his time of 
celibacy might be coming to an end.  He mentioned that he was only five hours away and his 
old Ford was in good running condition.  

Winona said, “I hope you mean that and I am going to hold you to your word. In the meanwhile 
I will complete the tribal application necessary for you to begin receiving the benefits of your 
tribal ancestry”  As Mika got in his pickup Winona slipped him a small note while saying, “Don’t 
open it till you are away from here.”  He acknowledged her request and remained true to his 
word. 
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Epilogue 

Mika’s life changed dramatically after he learned of his Indian heritage. This was readily 
apparent to Nadine and Bruce.  He was more relaxed and stress free than when he was 
searching for his ancestors.  His trip to Fort Peck had uncovered his ancestors thereby making 
him a full member of the tribe and a participant in the Tribal Gambling Fund.  Not looking for 
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personal gain Mika chose to set up a college fund for worthy tribal students with his fund 
distributions.  He was also true to his word to Winona. Over time she had fractured Mika’s 
personal vow of abstinence and they had met on numerous occasions.  The fracture had begun 
with the note Winona had passed to him as he was leaving Fort Peck. Her note was short and 
sweet, “I enjoyed the feeling of your body next to mine as we slept, please call me, and you have 
my number.”  

As time passed Nadine became romantically involved with Duke Wilson the son of Deuce 
Wilson the owner of the adjacent Three Deuces Ranch. The following year, to the pleasure of 
everyone, the couple became married. This union brought Deuce and Mika much closer, so 
much in fact that they reached an agreement.  Mika agreed to sell the “In Between” ranch to 
the “Three Deuces”. The price was more than Mika had ever imagined.  In addition, he retained 
ownership to “Martha’s Peak” and the few acres around it, along with an easement giving his 
family access to the property.  Mika was pleased knowing that he could visit Martha whenever 
he chose. 

The sales agreement included an employment contract keeping Mika and his son Bruce on as 
the operating and management team.  The Tetons recognized they had the best of deals.  They 
basically had their cake and could eat it too – they had the financial rewards of the ranch as 
well as living on and maintaining the place they had built. It was a winning deal for both 
families. 

Nadine and Duke chose to live in the Wilson family ranch home and raise their newborn baby 
girl. When Nadine became pregnant the second time Duke wanted to name the boy, “Poker”. 
But that idea was quickly overruled by Nadine. So they compromised by naming him “John 
Wayne Wilson”.  

It was nearly nine years later that Mika collapsed while riding his favorite mount across the vast 
pastures of the ranch.  He was immediately taken to the Billings Clinic Hospital for observation 
and treatment.  Several tests confirmed that Mika’s heart was just weak and worn out. The 
attending physician had Mika transferred to the patient’s ward as they contemplated the 
possibility of a heart transplant.    

Nadine couldn’t believe the coincidence of Mika being in the same room he used thirteen years 
ago when recovering from his coronary by-pass surgery.  The hospital staff was working to 
obtain a new heart for Mika when the nurse’s station received the Nurses Call from Mika’s 
room.  Although conscious when he pushed the call button, Mika was now apparently 
unconscious.  His room was full of people responding to his needs. Earlier he had felt the pain in 
his chest, throat and arm. Now he was not feeling anything, there was no pain, only the 
discomfort of the nurses working on him. He thought he was going to sleep. Then he realized it 
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wasn’t sleep. He was now seeing almost the same vision he seen so many years ago. He 
recalled floating in the foggy mist and coming to the fork in his path.  Both sides were dark and 
uninviting.  Unlike earlier the right path was dark and dismal looking. The left path was emitting 
a small amount of light from the other end of the tunnel.  As his soul moved along the path he 
was able to see some figures in the far distance. Soon the vision of three little Indian girl angels 
became visible and lifelike. Each was wearing a single beautiful feather in their headband. With 
their arms extended in welcome they were inviting Mika to enter their world.  It would be a 
world like he had never known before. In the recesses beyond he could see his father Mato and 
his grandfather.  In the rear was a warrior with many feathers, Mika thought surely this was 
Kauh his great-grandfather and hero of the Sioux tribe. Turning his head to the right he saw 
Chapa or Little Beaver his own dead young twin brother also welcoming him home.  

The angels were getting closer to Mika and awaiting his choice.  He thought, with all of his 
family and ancestors and so much love and happiness here, why not choose to remain. Mika 
took the hand of the nearest little angel; indicating his choice to live on with his ancestors, in 
the new world of death. He could hear the music of his favorite gospel song playing in the 
background. The music was saying “I come to the garden alone, while the dew is still on the 

roses, and the voices I hear falling on my ear the son of God discloses. I’d stay in the garden 

with him though the night around me be falling, but he bids me go; thru the voice of woe, but 

his voice to me is calling.” The music and Mika’s vision were abruptly terminated as the three 
little angels escorted him into the beyond. 

As Nadine and Bruce were holding Mika’s hands they could feel his life force leave his body as 
he entered into the realm of the unknown. Nadine, in spite of her sadness, knew her father was 
in a much better place, a place without pain and suffering.  For this she was truly happy for him.  

Death was a subject Mika had often spoken of with his family.  Because of this the siblings knew 
exactly what their father desired after his death. They followed his plan and wishes as they 
buried him on the Peak beside his wife, Martha. There as a loving couple they would be 
together again, enjoying the serenity and peacefulness under their beloved grotto. They can 
enjoy the sound of the fresh clear water babbling as it dances over the many motley colored 
rounded stones, while reminiscing, as a couple, about the many good times they had 
experienced. 

In the spring and summer their resting place would be sheltered by all the multicolored wild 
flowers. Regardless of the season, Mika and Martha would always have the beautiful view 
visible from their eternal home where they could keep close watch on their family below. 
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The Teton family recently noted that a family of Red Tailed Hawks had built their home in the 
grotto. It’s now impossible to visit the grotto without observing the many Red Tails soaring 
overhead and providing their protection for the loving couple on “Martha’s Peak.”  

 

Red Tailed Hawk providing protection for the Grotto at “Martha’s Peak”  
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